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1.0 Abstract

There are a growing number of warnings from various sources regarding the security threats associated with cable modems. This paper focuses primarily on the threat of malicious users sniffing on a cable modem network. Most of these warnings about sniffing cable modem networks emphasize the fact that the physical media employed by the cable modem network is a shared medium. I contend that these warnings are unfounded.

In order to substantiate my claim that network sniffing on a cable modem network is a negligible threat, I will cover some basic details on network sniffing and cable modem networks. Once the reader has a basic foundation of these two topics, a discussion of their technological relationship will be covered. This discussion will demonstrate the possibilities of network sniffing on a cable modem network.

2.0 Introduction

Today’s modern society is beginning to become highly dependent on the Internet. As the dependency grows, users demand an increasing amount of bandwidth. Broadband Internet access has been growing steadily for years now and will continue to grow for the foreseeable future. As of December 2001, there were approximately 8 million cable modem subscribers in the United States.

These broadband Internet connections are a joy to the typical computer user. However, these connections also introduce the unsuspecting user to a growing number of security threats. Most of these threats involve direct attacks against broadband Internet connections with their “always on” state. Default OS configurations and poorly configured systems are extremely vulnerable. These are very real and tangible threats.

For the cable modem user, there is an additional area of threat called network sniffing, which many prominent security organizations publicize. This rather benign threat is undeservedly included with its darker, more nefarious siblings of direct attack vulnerabilities. For example, CERT has the following statement on a web page covering home network security, “because of this shared medium topology, cable modem users may experience slower network performance, and may be more susceptible to risks such as packet sniffing …” (http://www.cert.org/tech_tips/home_networks.html). Many other security and network organizations have similar admonitions; some with elevated tones of paranoia.
3.0 Network Sniffing Overview

(Note: This section is not intended to be a thorough discussion of network sniffing. For an excellent and comprehensive paper on network sniffing, please visit http://secinf.net/info/misc/sniffingfaq.html.)

Network Sniffing is a method of eavesdropping on computer network communications. A simple analogy is wiretapping a telephone call or intentionally listening to a private conversation in a room. Because network sniffing is an eavesdropping technology, ascertaining useful information means patiently waiting for the private parties to exchange such information. Picture a law enforcement agent sitting in a van with headphones on, patiently waiting for a suspect to incriminate himself on a telephone call. This can be a long and possibly unsuccessful method of gathering useful information. Network sniffing is no different. For example, acquiring passwords transmitted in clear text is subject to luck and/or patience.

Network sniffing is based on electrical properties. In order for a network device to send data to another network device, an electrical signal is propagated along a conducting medium. Any device connected to the physical medium receives this signal. Normally a network card is configured to disregard any signals not intended for its host. However, a network card can be configured for ‘promiscuous’ mode, where all signals are retained for inspection.

Many devices can act as network sniffers, such as computers, routers, or switches. Network sniffers were originally designed to aid technologists in troubleshooting or enhancing network architectures. But alas, in addition to their beneficial characteristics, they can be used by miscreants for eavesdropping on private communications. But there is hope, network sniffers are limited in their use as a hacker tool because they require a physical connection to the network medium.

Certain network mediums are more at risk because of their design and types of use. I suggest that the two primary network topologies most susceptible to sniffing are Ethernet and Token Ring. This is because the vast majority of network hosts are connected via these topologies, thus providing easy physical access to the network layer. (Switched Ethernet provides a greater level of security than non-switched Ethernet, but can still be subverted in several ways.) I’m assuming here that the vast majority of Internet backbone devices (Ethernet and Token Ring) are located in highly controlled areas and have very restrictive system access. Thus, the potential for a hacker to commandeer one of these coveted network devices and enable promiscuous mode would be extremely difficult.

In respect to cable modems, the threat of network sniffing is seeded with the idea that the cable modem network is a shared medium. In section 5.0, I will discuss why I believe this to be partially untrue.
4.0 Cable Modem Network Architecture

(Note: As with the previous section, this overview should not be considered a comprehensive guide to cable modem networks. Cable modem networks are highly complex due to the juxtaposition of many technologies. I refer the curious reader to the links in the references section for excellent sources of information on cable modem technology.)

A cable modem is a device residing at a customer site, which provides access to a computer network; in most cases the network in question is the Internet. Access to the Internet is accomplished on a physical medium that was originally intended for (and still primarily used for) television broadcasting. This cable infrastructure was coined as CATV – community antenna television.

Television signals, whether terrestrial or cable based, are modulated on high frequency carrier waves. Each TV channel is modulated in a 6 MHz channel between the frequencies of 42 MHz and 850 MHz (the range used varies among cable service providers). A television ‘tunes’ to the desired frequency and demodulates the original TV signal from the carrier wave. This is identical to lower frequency broadcasts like AM and FM radio (note that the FM frequency spectrum - 88 MHz to 108 MHz - is sandwiched in the range used for TV broadcasts). The modulation of TV signals on carrier waves allows many distinct signals to propagate along the same physical medium simultaneously (the medium for terrestrial broadcasts is the atmosphere).

The function of the cable modem network is to send and receive data signals across the CATV network. However, the cable network was designed for one-way communication. Hence, before a cable modem can function, the cable networks must be retrofitted for upstream (return path) communications. These network upgrades have been done in many metropolitan areas and efforts continue on older networks. The earliest upgrades were intended to address requirements for acquiring data from cable TV set top boxes, such as pay-per-view movies that have been viewed. This data is collected at the cable ‘headend’ – central CATV distribution point. It is only in the recent past that the requirements for the return path have changed dramatically. The downstream data path is typically in the higher frequencies (550 MHz and above). The cable companies use the lower frequencies for TV broadcasting because most modern TV receiving equipment is ‘cable ready’, meaning they have tuners prepared for these broadcast channels.

The relatively small amount of data originally collected from customer homes may have lead designers to use the lower end of the radio frequency spectrum for the return path (5 MHz – 42 MHz). This portion of the RF spectrum is inherently prone to ingress noise (e.g., electrical appliances, HAM radio transmissions, etc.). More than likely, the designers chose this portion to avoid sacrificing a more valuable VHF or UHF channel. In terms of data bandwidth, the typical upstream channel can handle in the range of 500 Kbps to 10 Mbps (depending on a number of factors). The total downstream bandwidth for a single channel is almost invariably 27 Mbps. More channels may be allocated by the
cable company depending on the number of homes serviced by a single distribution point. Both of these figures represent total bandwidth values; not what a customer is allocated.

![Figure 1](http://ewh.ieee.org/r4/chicago/ed-cas-ssc/meet010522.html)

On the surface, the cable modem has a simple function: MODulate network data on the upstream channel and DEModulate network data on the downstream channel. Hence, the term cable modem. Actually, the cable modem is a bit more complicated than this simple statement. It acts in most cases as a bridge connecting two disparate network topologies – the cable modem network and the customer’s equipment. And in some cases the cable modem can act as a router (many PCs connected to the same cable modem).

The cable modem has two connections. The first is the F-channel connector in which the coaxial cable from the cable company is connected. (As previously mentioned, cable networks are highly susceptible to interference, which is reduced by using high pass filters. These filters must be removed for the connection to the cable modem.) The second type of connection is to the local CPE host (consumer premise equipment). This is typically a 10 Mbps Ethernet connection, but USB connections are becoming increasingly popular. Typical CPE devices are inexpensive firewalls, routers and PCs.

![Figure 2](http://www.cabledatacomnews.com/cmic/home.html)

On the other side of the cable modem network, there is a device called a Cable Modem Termination System (CMTS). The upstream path traverses the coaxial and often times...
fiber networks back to the cable company’s Headend. At this junction, the receiving device for the data communications is the CMTS. The CMTS is the interface between the cable modems and the Internet IP network.

Now that the physical connectivity of the modem is defined, the functionality of the cable modem can be discussed. For the downstream data, the cable modem has a tuner (just like a TV) that tunes to the appropriate 6 MHz downstream channel (42 MHz – 850 MHz). The cable modem demodulates the signal, extracts only the portion of the downstream data that is destined for it, and then converts the data into an Ethernet or USB signal. The upstream channel works in a similar, but reverse order: 1) an application on the CPE device sends data to the Internet, 2) the cable modem receives the Ethernet (or USB) signal and modulates the data onto the upstream carrier frequency, and 3) negotiates channel access with the CMTS to send the data. Consequently, the connection appears to be an Ethernet connection to the local user or CPE device, but is actually nothing like Ethernet between the cable modem and the CMTS.

Cable modems work within the framework of the DOCSIS (Data Over Cable Service Interface Specification) standard. The original standard is 1.0, the current standard is 1.1 and the future version is 2.0. A mix of DOCSIS 1.0 and 1.1 is currently in use by cable providers. The DOCSIS standard dictates the interaction between the cable modem and the CMTS and between the cable modem and the CPE. In short, DOCSIS specifies every aspect of the cable modem functionality. In addition to the cable modem functionality, the standard also outlines the specifications for the CMTS equipment.

When a cable modem is turned on it proceeds through a number of initializations steps. First, the cable modem scans the downstream frequency range (42 MHz to 850 MHz) for the channel containing the network data. Now the upstream data frequency is extracted from the downstream data. Once the upstream channel is determined, the cable modem can request a DHCP address from the CMTS (this follows the standard DHCP discover,
offer, request, acknowledgement sequence). Once the cable modem has an IP address, it contacts a ToD (time of day) server to synchronize its clock with the CMTS. Next it contacts a TFTP (trivial file transfer protocol) for a configuration file. This file governs the parameters that the cable modem uses to communicate. Some of the parameters the configuration file sets are: 1) the downstream and upstream frequencies (even though this information is ascertained during the initialization sequence, the frequencies can change at a later time), 2) the upstream and downstream bandwidth limits (typical caps may be DS=1.5 Mbps and US=128 Kbps), 3) control parameters that enable the cable modem to communicate on the upstream channel (often called time slots), 4) the modulation scheme (QAM, QPSK, etc), and 5) symbol rate (the number of bits per transmission cycle). At this point the cable modem is fully initialized with its own IP address and other IP configuration parameters.

A component of the DOCSIS 1.1 standard called Baseline Privacy Interface + (BPI+) is bi-directional encryption between the cable modem and the CMTS. This is accomplished using a digital certificate chain, where Verisign manages and operates the DOCSIS Root CA on behalf of CableLabs. Each DOCSIS 1.1 compliant cable modem has a digital certificate stored in its firmware. This certificate is linked to the manufacturer’s root CA which is linked to the DOCSIS Root CA.

![DOCSIS 1.1 Certificate Chain](http://www.cablemodem.com/downloads/DOCSIS_Digital_Cert_Instructions_011205.pdf)

When a DOCSIS compliant cable modem is initialized, one additional step is the authentication of the cable modem. The authentication and encryption is based on 56-bit triple-DES and X.509 certificates and key pairs. This authentication component mitigates the potential for unauthorized network access.

### 5.0 Cable Modem Networks and Sniffers

As stated in the introduction, there are many sources of security warnings stating that cable modem users are at a greater risk of network sniffing because the network is a shared medium. It is my contention that these claims are ill conceived. I will qualify this statement with the circumstances that network sniffing is limited to a typical cable
modem connection with a typical CPE device (PC with any operating system). Or in other words, an average user enabling their PC as a network sniffer on the cable modem network.

Let me restate that the downstream signal from the CMTS is received by each and every cable modem. It is the function of the cable modem to disregard all the data not intended for it. Additionally, DOCSIS 1.1 systems employing BPI+ have the data encrypted. Consequently, only the appropriate cable modem should be able to decrypt the signal with its locally stored digital certificate. (As of this writing 56-bit Triple-DES encryption has not been broken.) While the downstream channel security is not full proof, it is a very good measure of privacy.

This small window of opportunity involves an extremely knowledgeable user performing many arduous tasks to subvert the cable modem’s filtering system for the downstream data. One possible technique to accomplish this is to create a special cable modem configuration file, normally received from the cable company’s TFTP server during initialization (and periodically refreshed during system up time). This rogue configuration file would then have to be loaded into the cable modem. Because the cable modem only accepts a configuration file from the TFTP server designated in its DHCP offer, the industrious hacker would have to trick the modem into accepting the modified file from a new source (or a spoofed source). The ability to perform these actions is widely discussed on cable modem newsgroups and is relatively inconclusive. I have not seen any concrete processes that arm a user to override the cable company’s config file. It’s worth noting that the impetus of the config file changes in these newsgroup postings is not to enable network sniffing, but to alter the upstream and downstream bandwidth limits set by the cable company’s configuration file.

Another newsgroup topic, which is rather infrequent, is the enabling of a Promiscuous Mode setting on cable modems. There have been steps outlined for using SNMPSET to enable promiscuous mode; provided the read-write community name set within the cable modem is known (and very often it is ‘private’). I have tried this on my own cable modem without success. In my case, the SNMPSET command returns a success value, but the promiscuous mode is never actually changed. I am inclined to believe that this extremely obscure threat may be possible, but a DOCSIS 1.1 cable modem network with BPI+ enabled would mitigate a hacker from sniffing the downstream channel.

While the downstream channel is vulnerable to a possible, but unlikely sniffer attack, the upstream channel is virtually impenetrable. The upstream channel’s frequency is set in the configuration file received by each cable modem from the CMTS. The range of frequencies for the upstream channel is 5 - 42 MHz (downstream range is 42 - 850 MHz). Access to the upstream channel for each cable modem is allocated in time slots by the CMTS. Each cable modem is given a number of time slots to use for sending data through the cable modem data network. When a CPE device sends data, the cable modem receives the signal (Ethernet or USB), modulates the signal onto the carrier wave (upstream frequency), and spends some of its ‘time slots’ to get network access.
Each cable modem is designed to receive/demodulate on one range of frequencies (50-850 MHz). Likewise each cable modem is designed to send/modulate on another range of frequencies (5-42 MHz). Consequently, all consumer brand cable modems on this shared network have no way of demodulating the upstream data because their demodulating circuitry is strictly for the downstream frequencies! Only the CMTS is equipped to demodulate the upstream frequencies.

Figure 5 (http://www.cable-modems.org/tutorial/01.htm)

One of the most typical uses of a sniffer device is to eavesdrop on communications to catch user id and password information. Telnet, FTP, POP3, SNMP are some examples of upper layer protocols that send account and password information in clear text. These passwords are sent from the client to the server and thus cannot be sniffed on a cable modem network (upstream data) because the passwords are encapsulated in the upstream data.

There is the possibility that highly specialized equipment exists to sniff the upstream channel. It is my belief that the cable service providers may have such equipment designed for troubleshooting purposes; permitting the sniffing of both downstream and upstream data. This equipment is most likely expensive hardware, not readily available to average users (if it exists at all). As an indication that such equipment may not exist, Cisco’s CMTS documentation depicts connecting a network analyzer to the CMTS for troubleshooting, not the customer site. This suggests that troubleshooting be done at the Headend and not the customer site.
In the scenario that a user enables promiscuous mode on their CPE device, the captured frames will include the CPE’s inbound and outbound data, broadcast frames, and multicast frames. While some of the broadcast frames may seem useful, most of the information extracted could be ascertained by simpler methods (like ARP broadcasts). When enabling network sniffing on my home CPE, what is captured is my own network traffic, a lot of ARP requests from the local router (no replies), and a few sporadic DHCP frames (offers and acknowledgements). This is all relatively useless information.

Many prominent cable service providers (including mine – AT&T) have blocked ports that they feel expose their customers to possible attacks or unauthorized system access. For example, AT&T blocks ports 137, 138, 139 (Windows file and printer sharing) and ports 65 and 67 (DHCP ports). Blocking the Windows ports prevents consumers from opening network neighborhood and viewing (and possibly accessing) their neighbors' computer systems (UDP 137 is used by WINS for registration and name resolution, UDP 138 is used by the MS computer browser function, and TCP 139 is used for RPC communications to the Server service).

Although general network sniffing gleans very little information from a cable modem network, there are several alternative methods a determined hacker could use to sniff a cable modem connection. These include MAC spoofing, using ARP games, configuring the local CPE device with the MAC address of the router or a targeted cable modem user, ICMP redirection (where the hacker’s CPE becomes a ‘man in the middle’ receiving data from host A, then forwarding it to host B), and MAC duplicating (I cannot find information on whether a CMTS will allow this type of behavior, but I’ll assume it’s possible). These are all methods of ‘hacking’ that involve changes to the network or hosts; they are not simply eavesdropping on private communications.

For example, if I configure my home PC (CPE) to have the same MAC address as the local router, I will receive all the network frames destined for the router. This would cause a significant and immediate change in network utilization, where the service provider may be alerted. Another similar type of threat is to duplicate the target hosts MAC address. In this case, the hacker is only seeing network traffic destined for the
target host. Neither of these threats is specific to cable modem technology. These can be performed on a DSL connection with the same effects.

6.0 Conclusion

The intent of this paper was to address the perception that a shared cable modem network is innately vulnerable to network sniffing attacks. These perceptions are based on notions that the cable modem LAN is as simple as an office Ethernet LAN. It is the author’s belief that these perceptions are unfounded. I believe I have demonstrated why the cable modem network is not a simple Ethernet LAN and therefore not subject to the same types of general network sniffing. The most important concept to remember about the cable modem network architecture is the separate channels used for upstream and downstream traffic. This mitigates the possibility of a user sniffing any upstream data because cable modems are designed to send data on one channel and receive data on another.

A great deal of research was done trying to find documented cases of sniffing a cable modem network and none were found. Also thoroughly researched were the types and possibilities of network sniffing and how they could work with a cable modem. I was overwhelmed with the amount of information found on the Internet regarding cable modem networks, but was simply unsuccessful gleaning any information on sniffing these networks.

In the scope of security for a cable modem user, network sniffing is probably the least threatening. There are a number of other vulnerabilities of far greater magnitude. These include poorly configured Windows PCs with File & Print Sharing turned on, default installations of popular web server software, and unnecessary services and daemons running to name a few. In the end, a cable modem user should not be worrying about his neighbor sniffing his passwords.
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